A radial point for a nite set P in the plane is a point q 6 2 P with the property that each line connecting q to a point of P passes through at least one other element of P.
Introduction
Let P be a set of n points in the plane, not all lying on the same line. A point q = 2 P is called a radial point (for P) if for every line`passing through q we have j`\ Pj 6 = 1. In other words, every line connecting q to some point p 2 P passes through at least one other element of P.
For instance, let P be the vertex set of a regular 2k-gon in the plane. Then, the intersection of the line at in nity with each line supporting an edge of P is a radial point for P. The center of the regular 2k-gon is another radial point. We thus have a 2k-element set which has k + 1 radial points.
Rom Pinchasi 6] conjectured that any non-collinear set of n points in the plane has at most O(n) radial points. He veri ed this conjecture in the special case when no three points of the set are collinear, and he also established the weaker upper bound O(n 3=2 ) for the general case. The main result of our paper is a proof of Pinchasi's conjecture: Theorem 1. The maximum possible number of radial points for a non-collinear set of n points in the plane is (n).
The construction of Pinchasi depicted in Figure 1 shows that the constant of proportionality in Theorem 1 is at least 5=3 (although it is still possible that the constant is smaller if n > 6 is su ciently large). Nevertheless, Pinchasi has shown that the number of radial points of a non-collinear set P of n points in the plane that lie in a halfplane disjoint from P is at most 0:9n. The constant yielded by our proof is much larger, though. The notion of radiality can be extended, as follows. For any " 2 (0; 1), we say that q 6 2 P is an "-radial point for P, if the number of distinct lines connecting q to the points of P is at most (1 ? ")n.
Note that, according to this de nition, any radial point is (1=2)-radial. If at least "n+1 points of P lie on a common line, then every point of this line (which does not belong to P) is "-radial. Therefore, in this case the number of "-radial points for P is in nite. However, by a slight modi cation of the proof of Theorem 1, we can obtain the following positive result.
Theorem 2. For any 0 < < " < 1, there exists a constant C = C( ; ") with the following property.
Let P be any set of n points in the plane. Then the number of "-radial points that do not belong to any line passing through at least n elements of P is at most Cn.
Corollary 3. For any 0 < < " < 1, there exists a constant C = C( ; ") with the following property. Let P be any set of n points in the plane, no n of which are collinear. Then the number of "-radial points for P is at most Cn.
The following result of G. Elekes 3] (see also 4]) is another immediate consequence of Theorem 2.
Corollary 4. For every " 1 there is a constant C = C(") such that every n-element set P on a line has at most Cn subsets similar to a given b"nc-element set Q. Proof: Assume without loss of generality that P and Q lie on two parallel lines in the plane. For any similar copy Q 0 P of Q, the lines connecting the corresponding points of Q and Q 0 are concurrent. Their common point is some "=2-radial point for P Q, which does not belong to any line containing more than two elements of this set. Hence, Theorem 2 can be applied to bound the number of such points (and sets Q 0 ). 2
Note that Theorem 2 yields stronger results. For example, it shows that P has at most C 0 n subsets, each similar to some subset of at least b"n=2c elements of Q, for another constant C 0 = C 0 (").
The proof of Theorem 1 is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we establish a generalization of Theorem 2. The main result of that section, Theorem 3.1, is a strengthening of the following theorem of J. Beck 1] and E. Szemer edi and W.T. Trotter 9] (also known as the \weak Dirac-Motzkin conjecture").
Corollary 5. There is a constant c > 0 with the property that any non-collinear set P of points in the plane has an element q such that the number of distinct lines connecting q to all other points of P is at least cjPj.
According to the \strong Dirac-Motzkin conjecture," this statement should be true with c = 1=2. Corollary 5 has several interesting applications in combinatorial geometry (see e.g.
7]
, for the most recent one).
Proof of Theorem 1
Clearly, we only need to prove the upper bound. The idea of the proof is the following. Let q be a radial point for P, and let j denote the average number of points of P that lie on the lines connecting q to the points of P. If each of these lines contained exactly j points then the number of lines would be about n=j. In general, some relaxation of this relationship is needed: We show that any radial point q has an`index' j such that the number of lines that connect q to at least j points of P is at least n=(6j log 2 j). We then show (in Lemma 2.4) that the number of radial points that have a small index (up to c p n for some constant c) is linear, and nally derive a linear bound on the number of radial points with a large index.
The following well known results of Szemer edi and Trotter 9, 10] are crucial to the proof. In the sequel, let P be a xed set of n points in the plane, not all on a line, and let R be the set of radial points for P.
Let L be the set of all lines that pass through at least two points of P. Denote by L j (resp. L j , L j ) the set of those elements of L which contain precisely j (resp. at most j, at least j) elements of P. Throughout this paper, we write log j for ln j, the natural logarithm of j. Lemma 2.2 For every radial point q 2 R, there is an integer 2 j n ? 2 such that the number of lines in L j passing through q is at least d n 3j log 2 j e. Proof: Suppose to the contrary that for some q 2 R no such j exists. Let l j denote the number of lines in L j passing through q. We have l 2 + l 3 + + l n?2 < n 3 2 log 2 2 ; l 3 + + l n?2 < De nition 2.3 The index of a point q 2 R is the smallest integer j = j(q) such that 2 j n ? 2 and the number of lines in L j passing through q is at least d n 6j log 2 j e.
Clearly, Lemma 2.2 implies that every radial point has an index. (The constant 6 has been chosen for technical reasons that will become clear later.) Lemma 2.4 For every c > 0, there exists c 0 > 0 such that the number of radial points whose index is at most c p n does not exceed c 0 n.
Proof: Note rst that Lemma 2.1(ii) implies that for j p n, the size of L j is at most , whereas for j > p n, the size of L j is at most 40n=j. We will assume that c > 1; in the other case the proof gets only simpler.
For j = 2; : : : ; bc p nc, let R j denote the set of radial points of index j, and put r j = jR j j. Let Note that the dependence of c 0 on c is rather weak. In fact, if n is at least some constant n 0 (c) that depends on c, we can choose c 0 to be an absolute constant independent of c.
Let R denote the set of all radial points with index greater than c p n, where c > 1 is a constant to be speci ed later, and let L = L c p n . Then R = R 1 R 2 , where R 1 (resp. R 2 ) denotes the set of those elements of R that lie on exactly one line (resp. at least two lines) belonging to L .
The number of incidences between the original point set P and L is at least c p njL j.
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.1(i), the same quantity can be bounded from above by 3n Now we are in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 1. Since there are no two distinct lines passing through more than dn=2e points of P, it follows from Lemma 2.5 that all points of R 1 are collinear. Let`be the line containing R 1 .
Let P 0 denote the set of points of P that do not lie on`. For each radial point q 2 R 1 ; let f(q) denote the number of pairs fp 0 ; p 00 g P 0 , for which q; p 0 ; and p 00 are collinear.
Obviously,
On the other hand, f(q) jP 0 j=2 holds for every q 2 R 1 . This immediately implies that jR 1 j jP 0 j ? 1 < n=2;
completing the proof of Theorem 1.
"-Radial and Quasiradial Points
If a point q 6 2 P is "-radial, then the total number of points on those lines which pass through q and contain more than one element of P is at least "n. This suggests the following de nition.
Let P be a set of n points in the plane, and let q be another point which may or may not belong to P. For any positive real " 1 and for any integer k 2, we say that q is an ("; k)-quasiradial point for P, if the number of points p 2 P n fqg sitting on lines that pass through q and at least k elements of P n fqg is at least "n. Theorem 3.1 For any 0 < < " 1 and for any integer k 2, there exists a constant C = C( ; "; k) with the following property.
Let P be any set of n points in the plane. Remove from the plane all lines that pass through at least n elements of P. Then the total number of ("; k)-quasiradial points lying in the remaining regions is at most Cn, provided that n is large enough. Moreover, as n tends to in nity, C( ; "; k) = O 1 (" ? ) 3 k log k :
The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 1.
Let P be a xed set of n points, and let Q denote the set of all ("; k)-quasiradial points for P. Then Q = Q 0 Q 1 , where Q 0 = Q n P and Q 1 = Q \ P. Instead of Lemma 2.2, we now have Lemma 3.2 For every point q 2 Q 0 , there is an integer j k, and, for every point q 2 Q 1 , there is an integer j k + 1 such that the number of lines in L j passing through q is at least d " log k 3j log 2 j ne.
Proof: Suppose to the contrary that for some q 2 Q no such j exists. Let l j denote the number of lines in L j passing through q, for 1 j n. We have l k+1 + l k+2 + + l n < " log k 3(k+1) log 2 (k+1) n; l k+2 + + l n < " log k 3(k+2) log 2 (k+2) n; l n < " log k 3 n log 2 n n;
and, if q 2 Q 0 , then also l k + l k+1 + + l n < " log k 3k log De nition 3.3 The index of a point q 2 Q 0 (resp. q 2 Q 1 ) is the smallest integer j = j(q) k (resp. j = j(q) k + 1) such that the number of lines in L j passing through q is at least d ("? ) log k 3j log 2 j ne. Lemma 3.2 implies that every point q 2 Q has a (unique) index. Lemma 3.4 Let c > 1 be xed. There exists an absolute constant d > 0 (independent of c; ; "; and k) such that the number of points q 2 Q whose index is at most c p n does not exceed dn ("? ) 3 k log k , provided that n n 0 (c; ; "; k) is su ciently large.
Proof: For j k, let R j Q now denote the set of ("; k)-quasiradial points of index j, and put r j = jR j j. Let I j denote the number of incidences between the points in R j and the lines in L j . Since each q 2 R j is incident to at least for an appropriate absolute constant d, provided that n is su ciently large. 2
It is interesting to note that we have not excluded in the proof of the lemma points that lie on`heavy' lines, as prescribed in the statement of Theorem 3.1. In particular, the number of quasiradial points with a`small' index is nite.
Let Q denote the set of all elements of Q which do not belong to any line containing at least n points of P and whose index is greater than c p n, where we set c = maxf20; (" ? ) The number of incidences between the original point set P and L is at least c p njL j.
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.1(i), the same quantity can be bounded from above by 3n if n is su ciently large.
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1, it is su cient to establish the following.
Lemma 3.5 Q 1 is empty.
Proof: Suppose, to the contrary, that Q 1 has a point q. Let` denote the unique line in L that passes through q, and let P 0 denote the set of points of P that lie outside` . By assumption,` contains at most n points of P, so the size of P 0 is at least (1? )n. Clearly, q is an ("? )n jP 0 j ; k -quasiradial point for P 0 . Applying Lemma 3.2 to P 0 and to q, we obtain that there is a j k such that the number of lines in L j passing through q (and excluding ) is at least (" ? ) log k 3j log 2 j n :
Hence, by De nition 3.3, the index of q is at most j. Since q 2 Q 1 , every line through q, except for` , contains at most c p n points of P. Thus, j and therefore the index of q cannot exceed c p n, contradicting our assumption that the index of all points in Q is larger than c p n. 2 4 Concluding Remarks 4.1 Superradial points. Let P be a set of n points in the plane, not all on a line. We call a point q 6 2 P k-superradial for P, if every line that passes through q and at least one point of P contains at least k elements of P. In this terminology, a radial point for P can also be called 2-superradial. Using the de nition in the last section, a point is k-superradial if and only if it is (1; k)-quasiradial. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that the number of k-superradial points for P is at most c k n, with a coe cient c k that goes to zero as k increases. The following construction shows that the the number of k-superradial points can exceed c 0 k p n for some c 0 k > 0. for an appropriate constant c 00 > 0, as asserted.
4.2 Lower bounds for quasiradial points. It can be shown by a similar construction that, for every xed k and for every su ciently large n, there exists a set P of n points in the plane with at most o(n) points lying on any line, such that the number of (1=2; k)-quasiradial points for P is at least (n=k 2 ). To see this, take all integer lattice points in a disk of radius p n= , and notice that the intersection of the line at in nity with every line y = (p=q)x with jpj; jqj < p n=(10k) is a (1=2; k)-quasiradial point.
